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Overview of magnetic induction at Galilean moons
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Two types of induction mechanism: 
• Periodic variation of Jovian B-field at 

moons (Jupiter rotation, orbital motion) 
• Ocean water motion induced by 

gravitational tides & internal heat 
sources

Figure 4: Ice/Ocean/Mantle/Core model for a subsurface ocean with thickness h and depth d. RM is the

radius of the moon’s surface, while the Ri’s designate the surfaces of each conductive layer of interest as

shown on the figure.

While the electrical properties of the ocean is not known with certainty, it is suitable to350

assume an order of magnitude comparable to Earth’s oceans. These usually vary within the351

3 S/m to 7 S/m range depending on temperature and salinity, both of which are unknown.352

For a hypothetical 3 S/m layer, the skin-depth for 11 h and 170 h period waves is 80 km353

and 350 km respectively. While an ocean may be large enough to screen out the largest 11 h354

oscillation almost entirely, it is likely that longer periods will only be blocked partially. For355

the second harmonics of the synodic and orbital period of Ganymede (5.5 h and 85.2 h),356

both of which have significant amplitudes, the skin depths are reduced to 50 km and 220 km357

respectively. These significant di↵erences in the skin depths for varying frequencies of the358

inducing signal allow for better characterization of both the depths and thicknesses of the359

first few conductive layers.360

3.3. Solving the equations361

We refer to Figure 4 to illustrate the problem set-up: the uppermost innert layer of ice362

has surface radius RM , which is also the radius of the moon. Further layers, starting with363

the ocean down to the core, have their surface radii noted R0, R1 and R2 respectively. The364

thickness of the ice layer (RM �R0) is noted d while the thickness of the ocean (R0 �R1) is365

noted h. The wave-number for the di↵usion process di↵ers in each layer according to conduc-366

tivity, and we note k1,k2 and k3 the wave-numbers in the ocean, mantle and core respectively.367

For a simple uniform oscillating field, and with a single conductive layer and an infinitely368
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We have developed a model to simulate this 
coupled system at Ganymede & Europa, 
including electrodynamics and ocean motion

Galileo flybys indicate 
an induced dipole 
that’s 84% of the 
inducing field at the 
Jovian rotation period



Jovian B-field at Ganymede
• Main oscillation at the ~10h Jupiter rotation period
• Additional finer oscillations are expected:

• 171h orbital period of Ganymede
• 8h/15h period due to envelope behaviour of 

current sheet hinging
• Several additional harmonics at multiples of these 

frequencies



Variation of Jovian B field at Ganymede
• B field model from Connerney 

(1993) + Khurana (2005) 

• 10h period oscillation (dipole tilt)  

• small perturbations at orbital 
period due to orbit eccentricity 
and day/night differences  

• BZ – along Jovian rotation axis 
• Bρ – along Jupiter-Ganymede axis 
• Bϕ – along Axis tangent to orbit 
• Notice several frequencies of 

interest: 
• ωJ  - Jovian rotation frequency 
• ωG - Ganymede’s orbital 

frequency 
• red: linear combinations of these 

frequencies and their harmonics
Fourier analysis of the background jovian magnetic field at Ganymede



Induction response at Ganymede
E-field

Figure 11: Ganymede - Electric field due the ocean’s induced magnetic field at the specified altitudes. The

x and y axis show latitude and longitude, with 0 longitude representing the Jupiter facing meridian. Left:

outside current sheet, right: inside current sheet.

the speed of sound at Europa and Ganymede.571

We present the calculated results for the ocean induced electric fields around Europa and572

Ganymede. Here, the conductivity of the ocean was chosen to be �oc = 2 with a thickness573

of 100 km, this leads to a response of almost 100%, reduced to 93% at the surface due to a574

chosen ice shell thickness of 30 km. The inducing magnetic field is assumed uniform, and the575

response is entirely dipolar.576

Plasma densities were set assuming a spherically symmetric distribution ignoring day-577

side/night-side di↵erences using PWSmeasurements from Eviatar et al. (2001) for Ganymede,578

extended down to 100 km by fitting an exponential behaviour in the lower altitude points579

(< 1000 km). The dominant ion species is O+, obtained via sputtering at the poles due to580

high energy collisions of Jupiter’s magnetospheric plasma with the mainly O
2 atmosphere581

(Marconi, 2007). At low latitudes, water derived ions may exist in large quantities due to582

sublimation and photo-ionisation, but O+ remains the largely dominant species. As such, we583

assume an average mass per charge in the ionosphere of 16 amu/charge. The magnetic field584

used is a superposition of a fixed dipole and a uniform field that varies with Ganymede’s585
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B-field

~ 30-70 nT ~ 0-10 mV/m



Induction E-field at Europa and Ganymede

Figure 10: Europa - Electric field due the ocean’s induced magnetic field at the specified altitudes. The

x and y axis show latitude and longitude, with 0 longitude representing the Jupiter facing meridian. Left:

outside current sheet, right: inside current sheet.

highly conductive medium. The electric field vector is directly proportional to the local560

Alfvén speed and is directed perpendicular to the main background magnetic field. The561

corresponding wave vector k for the propagation is given by:562

k =
!B0

VAB0
(14a)

VA =
B0p
⇢0µ0

(14b)

Here, VA is the Alfvén speed, and is expressed in terms of the background Jovian magnetic563

field strength B0 (in addition to an intrinsic dipole for Ganymede), and the background564

density ⇢0. ! is the frequency of interest.565

Several issues are inherent to the linear approximation: the background density varies566

with both altitude and position within the current sheet, and these variations occur on a567

length scale that is smaller than the considered wavelength. In addition, at low latitudes,568

the propagation should be via a magnetosonic mode rather than an Alfvén mode - although569

both should yield similar amplitude electric fields as the Alfvén speed is much greater than570
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Europa

Figure 11: Ganymede - Electric field due the ocean’s induced magnetic field at the specified altitudes. The

x and y axis show latitude and longitude, with 0 longitude representing the Jupiter facing meridian. Left:

outside current sheet, right: inside current sheet.

the speed of sound at Europa and Ganymede.571

We present the calculated results for the ocean induced electric fields around Europa and572

Ganymede. Here, the conductivity of the ocean was chosen to be �oc = 2 with a thickness573

of 100 km, this leads to a response of almost 100%, reduced to 93% at the surface due to a574

chosen ice shell thickness of 30 km. The inducing magnetic field is assumed uniform, and the575

response is entirely dipolar.576

Plasma densities were set assuming a spherically symmetric distribution ignoring day-577

side/night-side di↵erences using PWSmeasurements from Eviatar et al. (2001) for Ganymede,578

extended down to 100 km by fitting an exponential behaviour in the lower altitude points579

(< 1000 km). The dominant ion species is O+, obtained via sputtering at the poles due to580

high energy collisions of Jupiter’s magnetospheric plasma with the mainly O
2 atmosphere581

(Marconi, 2007). At low latitudes, water derived ions may exist in large quantities due to582

sublimation and photo-ionisation, but O+ remains the largely dominant species. As such, we583

assume an average mass per charge in the ionosphere of 16 amu/charge. The magnetic field584

used is a superposition of a fixed dipole and a uniform field that varies with Ganymede’s585
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Ganymede

~ 0-10 mV/m~ 0-4 mV/m



Bounds on long period oscillations
Ocean characteristics are chosen so as to 
obtain an 84% response at the Jovian 
rotation frequency (as measured by 
Kivelson) 

Two extreme cases: 
• Surface ocean with low conductivity (A) 
• Deep and infinitely conductive ocean (B) 

Finer frequencies will allow determining 
ocean depth and conductance  Inducing field strength

ωJ 90 nT

2ωJ 5 nT

3ωJ 6 nT

ωG 0.8 nT

2ωG 0.5 nT

3ωG 0.1 nT

Strength of 
induced 
response as 
fraction of 
inducing 
signal at 
various 
frequencies

(B)(A)



Ocean magnetic induction on Earth

Tyler (2003)

• Ocean water flows have 
been shown to induce a 
detectable B-field

• Is the same happening 
on Ganymede and 
Europa?

• This would allow us to 
remotely constrain 
ocean flows



MITgcm ocean model
• We have adopted MITgcm to simulate the oceans of 

Ganymede and Europa
• Ocean motion driven by gravitational tides and 

internal heat sources (equatorial heat flux on sea-
floor with maximum of ~10 mW/m2)
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Radial displacement Horizontal flow

• Ocean tides are induced 
gravitationally

• These lead to radial and 
horizontal flow of the 
water

• This, in turn, will induce 
a B-field

• Ocean flow can also be 
generated by internal 
heat sources (not 
shown)

• We have adopted the 
MIT-GCM to Ganymede 
to calculate these flows 
and associated induced 
fields

Ocean tides 
(gravitational)



• Ocean flows through 
Ganymede’s fixed dipole 
induces a small magnetic 
perturbation br:

• Amplitudes:
• Eccentricity : 5x10-3 nT
• Obliquity: 4 nT
• Librational: 5 nT

B-field induced by ocean tides (gravitational)

→ ~ 10% of response induced by Jovian B field induction



Outlook
• Predicted induced E- & B-field perturbations at Ganymede and Europa 

are detectable by JUICE instrumentation (RPWI & MAG)
• Our model allows us to detangle the contributions from Jovian B-field 

and ocean motion
• Will potentially allow us to constrain:

• Ocean depth
• Ocean conductance
• Characteristics of internal heat sources

• Continuous measurements needed to constrain harmonics (order of ⍵G 
& ⍵E) - higher harmonics of particular interest


